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ART. XL.-Paleontological and Embryological Development. Ad
dress by ALEXANDER AGASSIZ, Vice-president of Section B, 
at the recent Boston Meeting of the American Association 
for the Advancement of Science. 

[Oontinued from page 302.] 

Taking up now the embryological development of the 
several families which will form the basis of our comparisons, 
beginning with the Cidaridm, we find that in the earliest stages 
they very soon assume tbe characters of the adult, the changes 
being limited to the development of the abactinal system, the 
increase in number of the coronal plates, and the modifications 
of the proportionally gigantic primary radioles. 

In the Diadematidre the changes undergone by the young 
are limited to the gradual transformation of the embr.yonic 
spines into those which characterize the family. to the changes 

24 In New Jersey, also, the trend of tho mass of the Arch&an has more easting 
according to Prof. G. H. Oook, as brought out in his New Jersey Geological Re
port (1868), than the strike of its beds, the former being about northeast and the 
latter north-northeast. 
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of the vertical I'OW of pmes in the mnbulacral area into the arcs 
of three or four pairs of pores, and to the specialization of the 
actinal and abactinal systems. 

In .the Arbaciadoo the young stages are remarkable fOI' the 
promll1ent sculpture of the test, fOI' the flattened spines, for 
their simple poriferous zone, for their actinal system, and for 
their genital ring. The anal plates appear before the genital 
nng. 

In the Echinometradoo the young thus far observed are 
characterized by the smallnurnber of their primary tubercles, 
the large size of the spines, the simple vertical row of pores, 
the closing of the anal ring b.y a single plate, and the turban
shaped outline of the test. Little by little, the test loses with 
increasing age this Oidaris-like character; it reminds us, from 
the increase in the number of its plates, more of Hemicidaris; 
then, with their still greater increase, of the Pseudodiadema
tidoo; and, finally, of the Echinometmdoo proper. The spines, 
following pari passu, the changes of the test, lose little by little 
their fantastic em br.yonic, or rather Oidaris-like appearance, 
and become more solid and shortel', till they finally assume the 
delicately fluted structure characteristic of the Echinometradoo. 
r.J.'he vertical poriferous zone is first changed into a series of 
connectcd vertical arcs, which become disjointed, and form, 
with increasing age, the independent arcs of pores, composed 
of three or more pairs of pores, of the EchinometradlE. 

In the Echinidoo proper we ilnd in the young stages the 
same unbroken vertical line of pores, which gradually becomes 
changed to the characteristic generic types. We find, as in 
the Echinornetradoo, an anal system closed with a single plate, 
and an al)actinal system separating in somewhat more advanced 
stages from the coronal plates of the test. This is as yet made 
up of a comparatively small number of plates, carrying but 
few large primary tubercles, with fantastically shaped spines 
entirely out of proportion to the test, ·but which, little by little, 
with the increase of the number of coronal plates, the addition 
of primary tubercles, and their proportional decrease in size, 
assume more and more the structure of the genus to which the 
young belongs. The original anal plate is gradually lost sight 
of {!'Om the increase in number of the plates covering the anal 
system, and it is only among the r.J.'emnopleuridoo that this anal 
plate remains more or less prominent in the adult. In the 
Salenidro, of which we know as yet nothing of the development, 
this embryonic plate remains permanently a prominent struc
tural feature of the apical system. * 

* The young of the following genera have served as a basis for the preceding 
analysis of the embryonic stages of the Desmosticha: Cidaris, Dorocidaris, 
Goniocidaris, Arbacia, Podocidaris, Strongylocentrotus, Echinometra, Echinus, 
Toxopnellstes, Hipponoe, l'emnopleurus, Temnechinus, and Trigonocidaris. 
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Among the Olypeastroids the changes of form they undergo 
during growth are most instructive. We have in the young 
Fibularinro an ovoid test, a small number of coronal plates 
surmounted by few and large primary tubercles, supporting 
proportionally equally large primary radioles, simple rectilinear 
poriferous zones, no retaloid ambulacra,-in fact, scarcely one 
of the features we are accustomed to associate with the Clype
astroids is as yet prominently developed. But rapidly, with 
increasing size, the number of primary tubercles increases, the 
spines lose their disproportionate size, the pores of the abactinal 
region become crowded and elongate, and a rudimentary petal 
is formed. The test becomes more flattened, the coronal plates 
increase in number, and it would be impossible to recognize in 
the young Echinocyamus, for instance, the adult of the Cidaris
like or Echinometra-like stages of the Sea-urchin, had we not 
traced them step by step. Most interesting, also, is it to follow 
the migrations of the anal system, which, to a certain extent, 
may be said to retain the embryonic features of the early Silages 
of all Echillodel'm embryos, in being placed in more or less 
close proximity to the actinostome. What has taken place in 
the growth of the young Echinocyamus is practically repeated 
for all the families of Clypeastl'Oids j a young Echinarachnius, 
or Mellita, or Encope, or a Clypeaster proper, resembles at first 
more an Echinometra than a Clypeastroid j they all have simple 
poriferous zones and spines and tubercles out of all proportion 
to the size of the test. * 

\¥hen we come to the development of the Spatangoids, we 
find their younger stages also differing greatly from the adult. 
Among the N ucleolidro, for instance, the young stages have as 
yet 110 petals, but only simple rectilinear poriferous zones. 
They are elliptical with a high test, with a single large primary 
tubercle for each plate, and a simple elliptical actinostome, 
without any trace of the typical bourrelets and phyl10des so 
characteristic of this family. Very early, however, this condi
tion of things is changed, the test soon becomes more flattened, 
the petals begin to form as they do in the Clypeastroids, and 
we can soon trace the rudiments of the peculiar bourrelets 
characteristic of the family, accompanied by a rapid increase in 
the number of tubercles and in that of the coronal plates. 

Among the Spatangidro some are remarkable in their adult 
condition for their labiate actinostome, for the great develop
ment of the petals, for the presence of fascioles surrounding 
certain definite areas, for the small size of the tubercles, the 
general uniformity in the spines of the test, and the specializa
tion of their anterior and posterior regions. On examining the 

* Among the Clypeastroids I have examined the young of Echiuocyamus, Fib
lllaria, Mellita, Laganum, Echinarachnius, I<~ncope, Clypeaster, and Echinanthus. 
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young stages of this group of Spatangoids, not one of these 
structural features is as yet developed. The actinostome is 
simple, the poriferous zone has the same simple structure from 
the actinostome to the apex, the primary tubercles are large, 
few in number, surrounded by spines which would more readily 
pass as the spines of Cidaridre than of Spatangoids. The fas
cioles are either very indistinctl.y indicated, or else the special 
lines have llot as yet made their appearance; the ambulacral 
suckers of the anterior zones are as large and prominent as 
those of the young stages of any of the regular Echini. It is 
only little by little, with advancing age, that we begin to see 
signs of the specialization of the anterior and posterior parts of 
the test, that we find the characteristic anal or lateral fascioles 
making their appearance, 'only with increasing size that the 
spines lose their Cidaris-like appearance, that the petals begin 
to be formed, and that the simple actinostome develops a prom
inent posterior lip. In the genus Hemiaster, the young stages 
are specially interesting, as long before the appearance of the 
petals, while the poriferous zone is still simple, the total sepa
ration of the bivium and of the trivium of the ambulacral sys
tem, so characteristic of the earliest Spatangoids (the· Dysas
teridre), is very apparent.* 

From this rapid sketch of the changes of growth in the prin
cipal families of the recent Echini we can now indicate the 
transformation of a more general character through which the 
groups as a whole pass. 

In the first place, while still in the Pluteus all the young 
Echini are remarkable fOt, the small numbet· of coronal plates, 
and for the absence of any separation between the actinal and 
abactinal systems and the test proper. They all further agree 
in the large size of the primary spines of the test, whether it be 
the young of a Cidaris, an Arbacia, an Echinus, a Clypeaster, 
or a Spatangoid. They all in their youngest stages have 
simple vertical ambulacral zones; beyond this, we find as 
changes characteristic of some of the Desmosticha, the special
izatioll of the actinal system from the coronal plates, the forma
tion of an anal system, the rapid increase in the number of the 
coronal plates, with a corresponding increase in the number of 
the spines and a proportional reduction of their size, the form
ation of an abactinal ring, and the change of the simple verti
cal poriferous zone into one composed of independent arcs. 

In the Spatangoids and Clypeastl'oids we find common to 
both groups the shifting of the anal system to its definite place, 
the modifications of the abactinal part of the simple ambulacral 

oj: For this sketch of the embryology of the Petfllosticha I have examined .the 
young of Echinolampas, Echinoneus, Echinocardium, Brissopsis, Agassizia, Spa
tanguB, Brissus, and Hemiaster. 
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system in order to become petaloid, and the gradual change of 
the elliptical ovoid test of the young to the characteristic generic 
test, accompanied by the rapid increase in the number of the 
primary tubercles and spines. Finally limited to the Spatan
goids are the changes they undergo in the transformation of 
the simple actinostome to a labiate one, the specialization of 
the anterior alld posterior parts of the test, and the definite 
formation of the fascioles. 

Comparing this embryonic development with the paleonto
logical one, we find a remarkable similarity in both, and in a 
general way there seems to he a parallelism in the appearance 
of the fossil genera and the successive stages of the develop
ment of the Echini as we have traced it. 

We find that the earlier regular Echini all have more or less 
a Cidaris-like look,-that is, they are Echini with few coronal 
plates, large primary tubercles, with radioles ot a correspond
ing size j that it is only somewhat later that the Diademopsidre 
make their appearance, which, in their turn, correspond within 
certain limits to the modifications we have traced in the growth 
of the young Diadematidre and Arbaciadre. The separation of 
the actinal system from the coronal plates has been effected. 
The poriferous zone has either become undulating, or forms 
somewhat indefinite open arcs; we find in all the genera of this 
group a larger number of coronal plates, more numerous pri
maries, the grannIes of the Cidaridre replaced by secondaries 
and miliaries, and traces of a Hemicidaris-like stage in the size 
of the actinal ambulacral tubercles. 

Comparing in the same way the paleontological development 
of the Echinidre proper, we find that, on the whole, they agree 
well with the changes of growth we can still follow to-day in 
their representatives, and that, as we approach nearer the pres
ent epoch, the fossil genera more and more assume the struct
ural features which we find developed last among the Echinidre 
of the present day. Very much in the same manner as a young 
Echinns develops, they lose, little by little, first their Cidarid
ian affinities, which become mOl'e and more indefinite, next 
their Diadematidian affinities, if I may so call the young . stages 
to which they are most closely allied, and, finally. with the 
increase in the number of the coronal plates, the great nu
merical development of the pl'imary tubercles and spines, and 
that of the secondaries and miliaries which we can trace in the 
fossil Echini of the Tertiaries, we pass insensibly into the 
generic types characteristic of the present day. 

Although we know nothing of the embryology of the Salen
idre, yet, like the Cidaridre, they have in a great measure 
remained a persistent type, the modifications of the group being 
all in the same direction as those noticed in the other Desmos-
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ticha; a greater number of coronal plates, the development of 
secondaries and miliaries combined with a specialization of the 
actinal system not found in the Cidaridre. 

An examination of the succession of the Echilloconidre shows 
but little modification from the earliest types; the changes, 
however, are similar to those uudergone by the Clypeastroids 
and Petalosticha, though they do not extend to modifications 
of the poriferous zone, but al'e mainly changes in the actinos
tome and in the tubel'Culation. In fact, the group of Echino
conidre seems to hold somewhat the smne relation to the Clyp
eastroids which the Salenidre hold to the Cidaridre, and the 
earliest genus of the group (Pygaster) has remained, like Cida
ris, a persistent type to the present day, 

The earliest Olypeastroids are all fOJ'ms which resemble the 
Fibularina and the genera following Echil10cyamus and Fibu
laria; they are mainly characterized by the same changes 
which an Echinarncbnius Ol' a Mellita, for instance, undergoes 
as it passes from its Echinocyamus stage to the Laganum or 
Encopc stage. The comparison is somewhat mOl'e complicated 
when we come to the Spatangoids. The comparison of the 
successioLl of genera in the different families, as traced in the 
Desmosticha and Clypeastl'Oids, is made difficult from the per
sistency of the types preceding the Echinoneidre and the 
Ananchytidre, which have remained without important modifi
cations from the time of the lower Ol'Ctaceolls; previous to 
that time the modifications of the Oassidulidre are found to 
agree with the changes which have been observed in the 
growt,h of Echinolmnpas. The early genera, like PygUl'US, 
have many of the characteristics of the test of the young Echi
nolampas. The development of prominent bourrelets and of 
the fioscelle and petals goes on side by side with that of genera 
in which the modification of the actinostome, of the test, and 
of the petals is far less rapid, one group retaining the Echino
neus features, the other culminating in the Echinolampas of 
the present day, and having likewise a persistent type, Echino
brissus, which bas remained with its main structural features 
unchanged from the Jura to the present day. That is, we find 
genera of the Cassidulidre which recall the early Echinoneus 
stage of Echinolampas, next the Camtomus stage, after which 
the fioscelle, bourrelets, and petals of the gl'DUp become more 
prominent features of the succeeding genera. A.ccompanying 
the persistent type Echinobrissus, genera appear in which either 
the bourrelets or petals have undergone modifications more 
extensive than those of the same parts in the genera of the 
Echinoneus or Oaratomus type. 

The earliest Spatangoids belong to the Dysasteridre, appa
rently an aberrant group, but which, from the history of the 
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young Hemiaster, we now know to be a strictly embryonic 
type, which, while it thus has affinities with the true Spatan
goids, still retains features of the Cassidulidre in the mode of 
development of the actinostome and of the petals, as well as of 
the anal system. The genera following this group, Holaster 
and rroxaster, can be well compared, the one to the young 
stages of Spatangus proper before the appearance of the petals, 
when the ambulacra are flush with the test, and when its test 
is more or less ovoid, the other to a somewhat more advanced 
stage,' when the petals have made their appearance as semi
petals. In both cases the actinostome has the simple structure 
characteristic of all the young Spatangoids. The changes we 
notice in the genera which follow them lead in the one case 
through very slight modifications of the abactinal system, of 
the anterior and posterior extremities of the test, to the Anan
chytid.like Spatangoids of the present day, the Pourtalesire, the 
genus Holaster itself persisting till well into the middle of the 
Tertiary period; while on the other side we readily recognize 
in the Spatanginre which follow Toxaster (a persistent type 
which has continued as Palreostoma to the present day) the 
genera which correspond to the young stages of such Spatan
goids as Spatangus and Brissopsis of the present day, genera 
which, on the one hand, lead from Hemiaster (itself still rep
resented in the present epoch), through stages such as Cyclas
tel', Peripneustes, BrisHus, and Schizaster, and, on the other, 
through Micraster and the like, to the Spatangoids, in which 
the development of the anal plastron and fasciole performs an 
important part, while in the former group the development of 
the peripetalous fasciole and of the lateral fasciole can be fol
lowed. None of the genera of Petalosticha belonging to the 
other groups develop any fasciole in the sense of circumscrib
ing a limited area of the test. 

The comparison of the genera of Echini which have appeared 
since the Lias with the young stages of growth of the princi
pal families of Echini, shows a most striking coincidence 
amounting almost to identity between the successive fossil gen
era and the various stages of growth. This identity can, how
ever, not be traced exactly in the way in which it has usually 
been understood, while there undoubtedly exists in the genera 
which have appeared one after the other a gradual increase in 
certain families in the number of forms, and a constant 
approach in each, succeeding formation, in the structure of the 
genera, to those of the present day. It is only in the accord
ance between some special points of structure of these genera 
and the young stages of the Echini of the present day that we 
can trace an agreement which, as we go further back in time, 
becomes more and more limited. Weare either compelled to 
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seek for the origin of many structural features in types of 
which we have no record, or else we must attempt to find 
them existing potentinlly in groups where we had as yet not 
succeeded in tracing them. The parallelism we have traced 
does not extend to the structure as a whole. What we find is 
the appearance among the fossil genera of certain structural 
features giving to the particular stages we are comparing their 
characteristic aspect. Thus, in the succession of the fossil gen
era, when a structural feature has once made its appearance, it 
may either remain as a persistent structure, or it may become 
graduall'y modified in the succeeding genera of the same fam
il'y, or it may appear in another family, associated with other 
more marked structuml features which completely overshadow 
it. 'rake, for instance, among the Desmosticha the modifica
tions of the poriferous zone of the actinal and abactinal s.ys· 
terns of the coronal plates, of the ambulacral and interambula
cral systems, the changes in the relative proportion of the pri
mary tubercles, and the development of the secondaries. 
These are all structural features which are modified independ
ently one of the other; we may find simultaneous develop
ment of these features in parallel lines, but a very different 
~~gree of development of any special feature in. separate fam
IlIes. 

This is as plainly shown in the embryological as in the 
paleontological development. In the Cidaridre there is the 
minimum of specialization in these structural features. In the 
Diademopsidre there is a greater range in the diversity of the 
structure of the poriferous zone and of the coronal plates, as 
well as of the actinal system. ~here is a still greater range 
among the Echinidre, while among the Salenidre the modifica
tions, as compared to those of the Echinidre and Diademop
sidre, are somewhat limited again, being restricted as far as 
relates to the poriferous zone and coronal plates, but special
ized as far as the actinal system is concerned, and specially 
important with reference to the structure of the apical system. 
The special lines in which these modifications take place pro
duce, of course, all possible combinations, yet they give us the 
key to the sudden appearance, as it were, of structural fea
tures of which the relationship must be sought in very dis
tantly related groups. It is to this specialty in the paleonto
logical development that we must trace, for instance, the Cida
rid affinities of the Salenire, their papi11re, the,existence of few 
large primary interambulacral tubercles, the structure of their 
apical system, and their large genital plates; while it is to their 
affinities with the Hemicidaridre that we must refer the pres
ence of the few larger primary amblllacral tubercles at the base 
of the am bulacral area, and by their Diaclemopsid and Echinid-
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ian affinities that we explain the indented imbricated actinal 
system with the presence of a few genuine miliaries. But all 
the structural features which characterize the earliest types of 
the Desmosticha can in reality be traced, only in a somewhat 
rudimentary form, even in the Cidaridre. The slight undula
tion of the closely packed, nearly vertical poriferous zone is 
the forerunner of the poriferous zone first separated into verti
cal arcs and then into independent arcs. The limitation in the 
number of the rows of granules in the ambulacral zone, and 
their increase in size, is the first trace of the appearance of the 
somewhat larger primary ambulacral tubercles of the Hemici
daridre and Salenire. The existence of the smooth cylindrical 
spines of the abactinal region of the test naturally leads to 
similar spines covering the whole test in the other families of 
the Desmosticha. FJ.'he difference existing in the plates cover
ing the actinal system from those of the coronal plates leads to 
the great distinction between the structure of the actinal sys
tem and of the coronal plates in some of the Echinidre. 

Passing to the Clypeastridre and Petalosticha, we trace a 
parallelism of the same kind, and readily follow in the succes
sive genera of fossil Clypeastroids, but often in widely sepa
rated genera, the precise modifications which the poriferous 
zone has undergone as it first becomes known to us in Echino
cyamus and Fibularia, and as we find it in the most complica
ted petaloid stage of the Clypeastroids of the present day. 
We readily trace the changes the test undergoes from its com
paratively ovoid and swollen shape to assume first that of the 
less gibbous forms, next that of the Laganidre, and finally of 
the flat Scutellidre; while we trace in the Echinanthidre the 
persistent structural features of some of the earliest Clypeas
troids, together with an excessive modification of the pori fer
ous zone. Likewise for the Echinoconidre we trace mainly the 
slight modifications of the poriferous zone and of the coronal 
plates, and finally, when we come to the Spatangidre we find 
no difficulty in tracing from the most Desmostichoid of the 
Spatangoid genera, the modifications of a test in which the 
ambulacral and interambulacral areas are made up of plates of 
nearly uniform size, in which the anterior apd posterior extrem
ities are barely specialized, to the most typical of the Ananchy
tidre, in which the anterior and posterior extremities have devel
oped the most opposite and extraordinary structural features. 
In a similar way we can trace among the fossil genera of differ· 
ent families the gradual development of the actinal plastron 
from its very earliest appearance as a modification of the posterior 
interambulacral area of the actinal side, or the growth of the 
posterior beak into an anal snout, the successive changes of the 
anal groove, the formation of the actinal labium, or the devel-
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opment of the bourrelets and ph,yHodes from a simple circular 
actinostome, the gradual deepening of the slight anterior 
groove of some early Spatangoid to forrn the deeply sunken 
actinal groove. Equally well we can trace the modifications of 
the ambulacral system as it passes from the simple poriferous 
zones of the earlier Spatangoids to genera in which the petal
iferous portion makes its appearance, and finally becomes the 
specialized structure of our recent Spatangoid genera, such as 
Schizaster, Moira, and the like. Finally, we can tmce to a cer
tain extent the development of the fascioles on one side from 
genera like Hemiaster, in which the peripetalous fasciole is 
prominent, to genera like Brissopsis, Brissus, and the like, of 
the present day; on the other, perhnps, or in both combined, 
the formation of a lateral and anal fasciole from genera like 
Micraster in Spatungus and Agassizia. Thus we must, on the 
same theory of the independent modifications of special struc
tural features, trace the many and complicated affinities which 
so constantly strike us in making comparative studies, and 
which render it impossible for us to express the manifold 
affinities we notice, without taking up separately each special 
structure. Any attempt to take up a combination of charac
ters, or a system of combinations, is sure to lead us to indefinite 
problems far beyond our power to grasp. 

In the oldest fossil Clypeastroids and Petalosticha, as well as 
in the Desmosticha, we also find the potential expression of 
the greater number of the modifications subsequently carried 
out in genera of later date. The semipetaloid strncture of 
some of the earlier genera of Spatangoids, the slight modifica
tions of some of the plates of the actinal side near the actinos
tome, are the precursors, the one of the highly complicated 
petaloid ambulacra of the recent Spatangoids, the other of the 
actinal plastron, leading as it does also to the important differ
ences subsequently developed in the anterior and posterior ex
tl'emities of the test, as well as to the modifications which lead 
to the existence of a highly labiate actinostome. The appear
ance of a few miliaries near the actinostome constitutes the 
first rudimentary bourrelets. 

Going back now to the Palffichinidffi, the earliest representa
tives of the Echini in palffiozoic times, without any attempt to 
trace the descent of any special type twm them, we ma'y per
haps find some clew to the probable modifications ot their 
principal structural features preparatory to their gradual dis
appeamnce. In the structure of the coronal plates, the special
ization ot the actinal and abactinal Aystems, the conditions of 
the ambulacral system, we must compare them to stages in the 
embryonic development of ou/' recent Echini with which we 
find no analogues in the fossil Echini of the Lia.s alld the sub-
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sequent formations. In order to make our parallelism, we must 
go back to a stage in the embryonic history of the young 
Echini in which the distinction to be made between the ambu
lacral and interambulacral systems is vel·Y indefinite, ill which 
the apical system is, it is true, specialized, but in which the 
actinal system remains practically a part of the cOl·onal system. 
But here the comparison ceases, and, although we can trace in 
the paleontological development of such types as Arcbreocida
ris or Bothriocidaris modifications which would lead us with
out great difficulty, on the one side to the Cidaridre, and on the 
other to the Echinothurire and Diadematidre of the pl·esent 
day, we cannot fail to see most definite indications in some of 
the structural features of the Pa]rechinidre of characteristics 
which we have been accustomed to associate with higher 
groups. The minute tuberculation, for instance, of the CI.ype
astroids and Spatangoids, already existing in the Melonitidre, 
the genital ring, and al1al system, are quite as much Echinid 
as Cidarid. The polyporous genera of the group represent to 
a certain extent the polypori of the regular Echini, and the 
lapping of the actinal plates of the Cidaridre and of the coronal 
plates in some of the Diadematidre, as well as the existence of 
such genera as 'l'etracidUl"is, of four intemmbulacral plates in 
Astropyga, and of a large number of ambulacral plates in 
some of the recent Echinometradre, all these are Palrechinid 
characters which we can explain on the theory of the inde
pendent development of the structural features of which they 
are modifications. We should, however. remember, that the 
existence of a large number of coronal plates, especially inter
ambulacral plates. in the Palrechinidre, is a mere vegetative 
character, which they hold in common with all the Crinoids,
a character which is reduced to a minimum among the Holo
thurians, and still persists in full force among the Pentacrini 
of the present day, as well as the Astrophytidre and Echinidre. 

It would lead me too far to institute the same comparison 
between the embryonic stages of the different orders of Echin
oderms and their earliest fossil representatives. We may, 
however, in a very general way, state that we know the earliest 
embryonic stages of the orders of Echinoderms of to-day, 
which, with the exception of the Blastoidea and Cystideans. 
are identical with the fossil orders, and that as far as we know 
they all begin at a stage where it would be impossible to dis
tinguish a Sea-urchin from a Star-fish, or an Ophiuran, or a 
Crinoid, or an Holothurinn,-a stage in which the test, calyx, 
abactinal and ambulacral syf'tems are reduced to a minimum. 
From this identical origin tbere is developed at the present day, 
in a comparatively short period of time, either a Star-fish, a 
Sea-urchin, or a Crinoid; and if we have been able success-
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fully to compare, in the development of t.ypical structures, the 
embryonic stages of the young Echini with their development 
in the fossil genera, we may fairly assume that the same pro
cess is applicable when instituting the comparison within the 
different limits of the orders, but with the same restrictions. 
That is, if we wish to form some idea of the probable course 
of transformations which the earliest Echinoderms have under
gone to lead us to those of the present day, we are justified in 
seeking for out' earliest representatives of the orders such 
Echinoderms as resemble the early stages of our embryos, and 
in following, for them as for the Echini, the modifications of 
typical structures. 'llhese we shall have every reason to ex
pect to find repeated in the fossils of later periods, and, going 
back a step further, we may perhaps get an indefinite glimpse 
of that first Echinodermal stage which should combine the 
structural features common to all the earliest stages of our 
Echinoderm embryos. 

And yet, among the fossil Echinoderms of the oldest peri
ods, we have not as yet discovered this earliest type from which 
we could derive either the Star·fishes, Ophiurans, Sea·urchins, 
or Holothurians. With the exception of the latter, which we 
can leave out of the question at present, we find all the order" 
of Echinoderms appeal'ing at the same time. But while this 
is the case, one of the groups attained in these earliest days a 
prominence which it gradually loses with the corresponding 
development of the Star-fishes, Ophiurans, and Sea-urchins, it 
has steadily declined in importance; it is a type of Orinoids, 
the Oystideans which culminated during Prtleozoic times, and 
completely disappeared long before the pl'esent day. If we 
compare the early types of O.ystideans to the typical embryo
nic Echinoderrnal type of the present day, we find they have 
a general resemblance, and that the Oystideans and Blastoids 
represent among the fossil Echinoderms the nearest approach 
we have yet discovered to this imaginary prototype of Echino· 
derms. 

This may not seem a very satisfactory result to have at
tained. It certainly has been shown to be an impossibility to 
trace in the paleontological succession of the Echini anything 
like a sequenee of genera. No direct filiation can be shown to 
exist, and yet the very existence of persistent types, not only 
among Echinoderms, but in every group of marine animals, 
genera which have continued to exist without intel'l'uption 
from the earliest epochs at which they occur to the present 
day, would prove conclusively that at any rate some groups 
among the marine animals of the present day are the direct 
descendants of those of the earliest geological periods. When 
we come to types which have not continued as long, but yet 
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which have continued through two or three great periods, we 
must likewise accord to their latest representatives a direct de
scentfmm the oldet·. The very fact that the ocean basins date 
back to the earliest geological periods, and have afforded to 
the marine animals the conditions most favorable to an unbroken 
continuity under slightly varying circumstances, probably 
accounts for the great range in time during which many 
genera of Echini have existed. If we examine the interlacing 
in the succession of the genera characteristic of later geo
logical epochs, we find it an impossibility to deny their conti
nuity from the time of the Lias to the present day. The Cida
ris of the Lias and the H.habdocidaris of the ,T U1'a are the 
ancestors of the Cidaris of to·dav. The Salenire of the lower 
Chalk are those of the Salenire of to·day. Acrosalenia extends 
from the Lias tn the lower Cl'etaceous, with a number of re
cent genera, which begin at the Eocene. The Pygaster of to
day dates back to the Lias; Echinocyamus and Fibularia com
mence with the Chalk. Pyrina extends fmm the lower Jura 
through the Eocene. The Echinobrissus of to-day dates back 
to the Jura. Holaster lived from the lower Chalk to the Mio
cene, and the llemiaster of to-day cannot be distinguished 
from the Hemiaster of the lower Ct·etaceous. 

Such descent we can trace, and trace as confidently as we 
trace a part of the population of North America o£ to-day as 
the descendants of some portion of the population of the be
ginning of this century. But we can go no further with confi
dence, and bold indeed would he be who would attempt even 
in a single State to trace the genealogy of the inhabitants from 
those of ten years before. We had better acknowledge our 
inability to go beyond a certain point; anything beyond the 
general parallelism I have attempted to trace, which in no way 
invalidates the other proposition, we must recognize as hope
less. 

But in spite o£ the limits which have been assigned to this 
general parallelism, it still remains an all-essential factor in 
elucidating the history of paleontological development. and its 
importance has but recently been fully appreciated. For, 
while the fossil remains may give us a strong presumptive evi
dence of the gradual passage of one type to another, we can 
only imagine this modification to take place b'y a process 
similar to that which brings about the modifications due to 
different stages of growth,-the former taking place in what 
may practically be considered as infinite time when compared 
to the short life history which has given us as it were a resume 
of the paleontological development. We may well pause to 
reflect that in the two modes of development we find the same 
periods of rapid modifications occurring at eertain stages of 
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growth or of historic development, repeating in a different di· 
rection the same phases. Does it then pass the limits of analogy 
to assume that the changes we see taking place under our own 
eyes in a comparatively short space of time,-changes which 
extend from stages representing perhaps the original type of 
the group to theie most complicated structures,-may, perhaps, 
in the larger field of paleontological development, not have 
required the infinite time we are in the habit of asking for 
them? 

Paleontologists have not been slow in following out this sug· 
gestive track, and those who have been anatomists and embryo 
ologists besides have not only entered into most interesting 
speculations regarding the origin of certain groups, but they 
have carried on the process still futher, and have given us 
genealogical trees where we may, in the twigs and branches 
and main limbs and tmnk, trace the complete filiation of a 
group as we know it to·day; and as it must theoretically have 
existed at various times to its very beginning. While we can
not but admire the boldness and ingenuit,y of these specula
tions upon genetic connection so recklessly launched during 
the last fifteen years, we find that with but few exceptions 
there is little to recommend in reconstructions whirh shoot so 
wide of the facts as far as they are known, and seem so readily 
to ignoee them. The moment we leave out of sight the actual 
succession of the fosslls and the ascertainable facts of postem
bryonic development, to reconstruct our genealogy, we are 
building in the air. Ordinarily, the twigs of any genealogical 
tJ'ee have only a semblance of truth: they lead us to branch lets 
having but a slight tra'le of probability, to branches where the 
imagination plays an important part, to main limbs where it is 
finally allowed full play, in ord61' to solve with the trunk, to 
the satisfactioll of the writer at least, the riddle of the origin of 
the gJ'Oup. It seems hardl'y cJ'edible that a school which 
boasts for its very creed a belief in nothing which is not war
ranted b'y common sense should descend to such trifling. 

The time for genealogical tl'ees is passed; its futility can, 
perhaps, best be shown by a simple calculation, which will 
point out at a glance what these scientific arboriculturists are 
attempting. Let us take, for instance, the ten most character
istic features of Echini. The numbcr of pOf~sible combinations 
which can be p!'oduced from them is so great that it would 
take no less than twent'y years, at the rate of' one new combi
nation a minute for ten hours a da'y, to pass them in review. 
Remembering now that each one of these points of structure is 
itself undergoing constant modifications, we may get some idea 
of the nature of the problem we are attempting to solve, when 
seeking to trace the genealogy as understood by the makers of 
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genealogical trees. On the other hand, in spite of the millions 
of possible combinations which these ten characters may assume 
when affecting not simply a single combination, but all the 
combinations which might arise from theil' extending over 
several hunched species, we yet find that the combinations 
which actually exist-those which leave their traces as fossils
fall immensely short of the possible number. We have, as I 
have stated, not more than twenty - three hundred species 
actually representing for the Ecbini the results of these endless 
combinations. Is it astonishing, therefore, that we should fail 
to discover the sequence of the genera, even if the genera, as 
is so often the case, repl'esents, as it were, fixed embryonic 
stages of some Sea-urchin of the present clay? In fact, does 
not the very history of the fossils themselves show that we 
cannot expect this? Each fossil species, during its develop
ment, must have passed through stages analogous to those 
gone through by the Echini of the present day- Each one of 
these stages at every moment represents one of the possible 
com binations, and those which are actually preserved corre
spond only to the partieular period and the special combina
tion which any Sea· urchin has reached. These stages are the 
true missing links, which we ean no more expect to find pre
served than we can expect to find a recOl'd of the actual 
embryonic development of the species of the present clay 
without direct observation at the time. The actual number 
of species in .any one group must always fall far short of the 
possible num ber, and for this reason it is out of the question 
for us to attempt the solution of the problem of derivation, or 
to hope for any solution beyond one within the most indefinite 
limits of correctness. If, when we take one of the most limited 
of the groups of the animal kingdom, we find ourselves engaged 
in a hopeless task, what must be the prospect should we attack 
the problem of other classes or groups of the animal kingdom, 
where the species run into the thousands, while they number 
only tens in the case we have attempted to follow out? Shall 
we say" ignorabimus ,.' or "impavidi progrediamus" and val
iantly chase a phantom we can never hope to seize? 




